For a given subset E of the natural numbers it is desired to maximize C nEEa,, subjecttoa,>O, l+XnEEa, cos n8 > 0 for 0 E [0, 71. A dual program is defined, and a duality principle is established. Extensions to other series of functions are given, and these include the motivating example of P. Delsarte [Philips Res. Repts. 27 (1972), 272-2891.
INTRODUCTION
To motivate our results, we consider the following problem: for a,,a,,a,, ad, as > 0 with g(B) = 1 + CT, lal cos 18 2 0 for all 8 E [0, a], find the maximum ofA=X' I,1a,, the sum of the coefficients.
Primal problem: Given E, a finite subset of the natural numbers {1,2,...}, maximize A=2 lcEal subject to the constraints a, > 0 P=) and l+ l~~(cos18)al>0 (eE [O,77] ). 
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To estimate the solution of the above problem, we solve the primal problem (an infinite linear program) with 8 E [O,r] replaced by 0 E { rr/250,21r/250,3rr/250,.
. . ,r} -a large (but finite) linear program. The solution turns out to be A =5.00 with a, = 1.67, us = 1.33, us = 1.00, a4 = 0.66, a5 = 0.33. This finite approximation does indeed give the correct answer for the infinite problem with E = { 1,2,3,4,5}.
We show that for E = { 1,. . . ,n> the maximum value is n, and we will also consider arbitrary subsets E. The device is to establish a dual program.
Dual problem: Given E, a finite subset of the natural numbers, minimize N= ]I p]](the norm of the measure p on the unit circle T) for p a nonnegative measure and subject to the constraints h(k)< -1 (kEEu-E).
Here F(k) is the Fourier-Stieltjes coefficient at k defined by THEOREM 1. If the dual problem is feasible with solution N, then the primal problem is bounded with A < N. N< II PI1 =5* By Theorem 1, A < N < 5. But we know that A is at least 5, and thus A=5.
More generally we have the following: THEOREM 2. Let E={1,2 ,..., n}. Then the solution of the primal problem is n with
We now extend the primal problem to infinite subsets E of { 1,2,. . . , } as follows:
maximize A= 2 q ZEE subject to the same constraints and with F a finite subset of E. The dual problem is unchanged for infinite subsets. Theorem 1 is valid for infinite subsets, and the proof remains the same. We have thus shown that the primal problem may be bounded for infinite subsets. Of course, for E = { 1,2,. . . }, the primal problem is unbounded by Theorem 2. We will turn our attention to the duality principle mentioned in Theorem 1. But first we will need this lemma.
LEMMA.
Let (F,> be a collection of closed convex subsets of the Euclidean space R". Suppose F= II F, is a nonempty (convex) compact set.
Given U an open neighborhood of F, there exists a finite subset lyl,. . . ,a,, with n ;_ 1Fa, c U.
Proof. We may suppose U is convex and has compact closure K. The sets F, n K are compact, and n (F, n K) = F is a nonempty compact subset PTOO~. Let E be a subset of { 1,2,. . . }, and assume that the primal problem is bounded with solution A. It will suffice to show for each E >0 and for each finite subset F of E that there exists a nonnegative measure pF on the circle with /I ~~11 < A + E and fir < -1 on F n -F. For then a weak-* cluster point pe of { pr} has IIpEll Q A + E, and ci, < -1 on E n -E. Let p be a weak-* cluster point of { ,u~}, and thus fi Q -1 on E n -E and )I ,u)) <A.
Let P={ g:g(e)=l+Z
IEFalcosZO with a,>0 (ZEF)}.
To each gEP associate the finite tuple (a,), EF. Now P is a locally compact space with the topology of pointwise convergence of the coefficients. (Indeed, P is isomorphic to a subset of the Euclidean space R", m = cardinality of F.) For each finite subset 'I' of the circle, define
H(T)={gEP:g(B)>O(fWr)}.
Then n {H(T):T a finite subset of T}={gEP:g>O}.
Denote the set { gEP:g>O} by K. Now K is a compact set, since for gE K, ZIeFal <A. Let U be the open neighborhood of K defined by gEP: x a2<A+&
1EF
Since K is a compact set and n H ('l') = K, there exists a finite subset "f of T with H ('I?) c U (from the lemma). 
EXTENSIONS
The results in Sec. 1 have been stated for cosine series for motivation.
However, the reader will see that few of the properties of cosine series were needed. Here we give the general setting. DEFINITION 1. Let X be a compact space with a fixed base point e E X.
Let U&e, be a set of linearly independent bounded real-valued continuous functions on X with fa= 1 (0 a distinguished element of J) and
IIfallm=fa(e)=l (aE.0.
The primal and dual problems for the family { fa}axEI are:
Primal problem: Let E cJ\{O}. The Krawtchouk polynomials appear (see [3] ) as the symmetrized characters of the product of a two-point hypergroup.
Maximize
In fact, Theorem 4 applied to the Krawtchouk polynomials { K,}f=,, producing the linear-programming bounds on codes, was the particular result suggesting this paper and is due to Delsarte [l,pp. 286-2841. EXAMPLE 5. Let CY > p > -f and let PFrp) be the Jacobi polynomials of degree n and index (a, p) normalized to have P,'*,8)(1) = l(see Szego[5, pp. 29, 1681) . Then the family { P:sp) : n E 2, } satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4 with X= [-l,l] and e=l.
EXAMPLE 6. Let G be a compact group with identity e. Let x be a character of G, and define
The set { fx :x a character} satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4 with X-G. DEFINITION 2. Let Gibe a compact Abelian group with character group d. Let E be a subset of G such that the primal problem is bounded for the set of functions fx=f(x+Z) (XQ We say that E is LP-bounded.
DEFINITION 3. Let G-be a compact Abelian group with character group 2. Let E be a subset of G with the property that for any bounded function on E there exists p E M(G) with ,&I E = f. Then E is called a Sidon set. (For G = T and 6 = Z, one can construct Sidon sets in Z by taking finite unions of 9+1 lucunuy sequences { n,} T_ 1, that is ones with n, 2 q > 1.)
THEOREMS.
Let G be a compact Abelian group and E c d a symmetric Won set (E = -E); then E is LP-bounded.
Proof. Dnny [2] has shown for a bounded real function g on E with g(x) = g( -x) (r E E) that there exists a nonnegative measure p on G with 1; = g on E \ (0). Thus, letting g = -1, one has that the dual problem is feasible, and so the primal problem is bounded. H
